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EXTERIOR DOORS

- SUNBURST EXTERIOR DOOR
- NO STORM

- MODULAR OVAL DOOR 1 OR 2 SIDELITES NO STORM

- DYNASTY DOOR STANDARD AND MODULAR WITH SIDELITES

- OUTSWING COTTAGE DOOR

- MOD SWINGING PATIO DOOR

- 9 LITE DOOR NO STORM

- SLIDING PATIO DOOR
HOME POINT/NEST PACKAGES

NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT
For years, energy-conscious consumers had little choice: They could set their thermostat to one temperature during the day and another when they came home from work. This sometimes meant returning to a house that was either too warm or too cold. The Nest Learning Thermostat not only allows you to regulate the temperature of your home from anywhere with the swipe of your finger— it also learns your preferred temperatures and intuitively adjusts to them throughout the day.

NEST CAM INDOOR
Curious about what your new puppy is up to or who is eating in the living room and dropping crumbs on the floor? The Nest Cam eliminates the mystery by enabling you to check on your home 24/7, wherever you may be. It’s like being at home without being at home.

NEST PROTECT
Is it smoke from a fire or dangerous CO from your gas furnace? The Nest Protect smoke + carbon monoxide alarm knows the difference. If a buried lunch activates the alarm, you can easily silence it from your smartphone. But in the event of an actual emergency, Nest Protect detects smoke and carbon monoxide and tells you with a clear, human-like voice and alerts your smartphone, using the Nest app.

SNAP POWER

PICO WIRELESS REMOTE WITH VISOR CLIP
Clip the Pico remote to your car’s visor to turn on multiple lights on those after-dark errands. Lutron's Pico Wireless Remote can be paired with one wireless dimmer or programmed to a group of wireless dimmers to create a “scene” to light a pathway from outside your home all the way to the kitchen.

IN-WALL DIMMER
Lutron’s in-wall dimmers bring a new dynamic to any room, allowing you to adjust the lighting from dark to dimpling and everything in between. The mood is yours to control with ease and accuracy.

SMART BRIDGE
ENTERTAINMENT

FIREPLACE BASE AND OVERHEAD—SHAKER STYLE DOORS ONLY

ANGLED 36” BASE CABINETS AT FIREPLACE

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER #8

25211 ENTERTAINMENT CENTER WITH DOOR CONCEALING FLAT SCREEN, ELEC FIREPLACE

25002 ENTERTAINMENT CENTER, ELEC FIREPLACE, SHIP LAP, CHICAGO BRICK HEARTH

LARGE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER WITH DOOR CONCEALING FLAT SCREEN, ELEC FIREPLACE

FOUNDATIONS ENTERTAINMENT CENTER #1

STONE PANELIZED FIREPLACE (WOOD BURNING OR GAS) WITH STONE HEARTH AND MANTLE.
INTERIOR ACCENTS

ABOVE "THOMPSON GRAY" OR "MUD RIVER" HARDWOOD  DESTIN WHITE OR NATURAL PINE ARE REAL WOOD ACCENTS —BARN DOORS, ISLANDS AND WALLS

WOOD WINDOWSILL

STONE, LUAN OR GYPSUM WALL ACCENTS
INTERIOR IDEAS

WOOD SHELVING

DEN WITH ARCHWAYS

DROPPED HEADER AT MATELINE—LUAN FINISH

HALF-WALL WITH COLUMNS

WOOD CLOSET SHELVING

SWEATER RACKS

BY-PASS CLOSET DOORS

INTERIOR FRENCH DOORS

BARN DOOR (S) - WHITE, HARDWOOD, MUD RIVER
CABINETRY

COLOR CHOICES: Coffee Cherry, Embarque Hickory, Timberwolf, Tuscany Maple, White

FLOATING FOYER CABINET SHOWN WITH CHICAGO BRICK WALL ACCENT

FIREFLACE BOOKCASE

BUILT-IN WALL NICHE

BOOK CASE

DESKS MODEL SPECIFIC

30" OVER-HEAD CAB WITH UNDER-CABINET MOLDING

DRAWER OVER DOOR CONSTRUCTION
KITCHEN ISLANDS—SHOWN FOR STYLE—SELECT STD CABINETRY.

IS–58 CONVERSATION CENTER

IS–20 MASSIVE EDGE

MEGA ISLAND

IS–15

IS–42

IS–50

IS–54 AND 24402 HUTCH WITH PICTURE WINDOW
KITCHEN AND UTILITY

36" UTILITY SINK

METAL LOUVERED FURNACE DOOR

REFRIGERATOR OH CABINET

26802 UTILITY SINK WITH BASE AND OH CABINETS-SHAKER STYLE DOORS ONLY

SWEATER RACKS

UPPER AND LOWER LAZY SUSAN-SHAKER STYLE DOORS ONLY

WASHER/DRYER OVERHEAD CAB WITH ROD

CLOTHES FOLDING TABLE

BIFOLD UTILITY ROOM DOORS

COAT HOOKS
SHAKER STYLE CABINET DOORS ONLY
Ultimate Kitchen II

Custom Designed by Award Winning Architect

Includes 42” Over Head Cabinets, Pantry with Microwave, built in Oven (Electric only), Cook-top Range (Gas or Electric) Pot-filler, SS Country Sink with Gooseneck faucet –pull-down spray head, under cabinet lighting, cubbies and puck lighting at sink, SS Rangehood, Large Euro handles on cabinets, Pot/Pan drawers, Appliance garage, Full ceramic countertop to overhead cabinets. Island optional. 2 Legs on the island is standard - center leg is optional.
KITCHEN AND BATH

- Vegetable Sink - Stainless Steel Only
- Single Bowl Stainless Steel Country Sink and Goose Neck Faucet with Pull-Down Spray Head - Package
- Single Lever Faucet with Pull Out Spray Head - Laminate Backsplash
- Euro Range Hood, Pot Filler

- Soaker Tub
- Porcelain Sink, Framed Mirror, Ceramic Backsplash
- Double Vanity with 6” Glass - 3” Tile and 3” Mosaic

- Corner Tub
- Garden Tub
CERAMIC AND GLASS

WHITE GLOSS CERAMIC FULL BACKSPLASH

GRAY PEARL CERAMIC BACKSPLASH

WHITE GLOSS CERAMIC WITH WHISPER GREEN GLASS

SUEDE SHOES GLASS WITH COPPER COAST MOSAIC

EMERALD ISLE MOSAIC GLASS

SOUTHSIDE CHICAGO BRICK FULL BACKSPLASH

WHITE GLOSS CERAMIC WITH GRAY GROUT

FULL MOSAIC GLASS BACKSPLASH

WHITE GLOSS CERAMIC WITH GRAY GROUT
SHOWERS – FIBERGLASS SHOWERS ARE 1PC CONSTRUCTION.

60” AND 54” SHOWER WITH DOOR

48” SHOWER WITH DOOR

60” SHOWER WITH AGILE SURROUND

60” SHOWER WITH GRAB BAR

EASY ACCESS SHOWER WITH ROD

60” SHOWER—CERAMIC WITH DOOR

72” SHOWER WITH GLASS, 96” SHOWER HAS 1 SEAT

AMAZON SHOWER WITH SEAT

TRANQUIL SHOWER NO SEAT
BATHROOM CABINETRY

- 3.2.1 AND NO DOOR MEDICINE CABINETS
- DOUBLE VANITY WITH COUNTERTOP LINEN
- LINEN CABINET WITH BANK OF DRAWERS
- LINEN CABINET
- OVER TOILET CABINET
- BATH BENCH
- MAKEUP TABLE AND WOOD SHELVING